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Here are the questions and answers . The document attached is their accounts, annual budget.

Dear Jatinder

We had some questions about the project. It would be great if you can get back to us as soon as you have the time. Most
of it is about the proposal.

1) We were wondering, what you meant by minority community, did you mean religious minority ? 
Also, the literacy rate of 10% . was that specific to the area you are working in? Can you give us more details about the
demographics. Just so we have a better picture?

2) What kind of curriculum do you follow for the special needs children. 
 In fact, how many classes do you  actually have given that there are 131
students distributed over several categories.(this is specific to the raja park). We are bit confused about how these
children are divided. How many teachers do you have? Can we get some details on that? 

3) It would be great if you could give us a more detailed budget. This is about your general budget. We would like to
knwo what your running cost entails.. Perhaps, if you have old annual reports, it would give us a better idea.  The point
being that, as a funding agency we would like to know what role we are playing. Thanks 

I know it would be simpler if we had somebody visit there, hopefully we can do that soon.

Thanks again.
Rekha

Dear Rekha 
We are working in Ghat Gate /which is a Muslim dominated area.When we did our surveys in this area eight years back
,no NGOwas working here.Girls were not going to schools and the mentally challenged children were neglected.The area
we are covering is the slum area and the families we cover are the Below  Poverty Line and the Literacy rate here is
almost ten percent.
2)For the Mentally Challenged children belonging to SEvere ,moderate and Mild category ,we go as per the Basic MR
provided by the National Institute for Mentally Handicapped and we have developed our own Checklist alsoIam giving
you the details of children 

Class Males Females Students with physical 
disability integrated 
into the normal classes

Students with mental 
disability 

Total

Nursery 11 14  4 B 29
Prep 7 10 1B 2 B,1 G 21
I 2 2  1B,3 G 8 
II 3 5 1B 2B, 11
III 6 4 1G  11
VI 3 1 2G 3B 9
VII 1 2 1B  4
Moderate 
3

   3 Girls, 6 Boys 9

Moderate 
2

   10B 10

Moderate 
1

   3 Girls, 6 Boys 9

Severe    9 Boys 9



Total 32 39 6 53 130
 
I am sending you the scanned Balance Sheet also 
Regards
Jatinder

Hi Jatinder,

Can you also tell us how many teachers you have at for instance Raja Park? Since there are so many different classes
you are teaching.
What other funding sources will you have for next year ? Since we are funding a small part of your budget. 

I was also curious about the integrated method of education (at a personal level). Just to get a rough idea how many
special needs children can eventually join regular classes? 

Thanks a ton. 
Rekha

DearRekha 
I am sorry I could not answer to  your queries earlier as my net was not working . here are the answers .

For next year we have funding from different sources for different schools.
 
 
 

Special School, Jhalana             :           Central Government.
Rajapark Integrated School       :           C.R.Y. Hopefully ASHA.
Amagarh School                       :           Vibha.
Sanganer School                       :           C.R.Y.

 
 
As I told you on phone, Inclusive Education means all children playing, studying, singing, dancing and eating under one
roof, this develops feeling of care, love & confidence amongst children.
 
For moderate, Severe and profound category children, we have special classes whereas the mild and borderline children
study with the able bodied children in the same class but have one hour extra coaching so that they can cope up in the
class. Only mild ,borderline and slow learner children can be…integrated  in regular class.
 
 

Name of the School No. of Teaching staff(Full Time).
Special School , Jhalana           14

Rajapark Integrated School 13

Amagarh School 5

Sanganer School 3

Total 35
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